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Description

DNA Model 

DNA has always been a source of fascination for the scientific and unscientific mind a like... after all,
DNA is what makes us who are as people. DNA Model Manufacturer India, DNA Model Exporters,
Educational DNA Model, Buy DNA Model, Buy DNA Model Online India, Didactic, Didactic
Educational Model, Educational Model Exporters India, Educational Model Suppliers,
Educational Model Manufacturer. It defines our features, our habits, our traits, the quirks of our
personality. Unfortunately for anyone with a curiosity for DNA, there is no feasible method for
studying it hands-on without high-priced lab equipment. That's where this handsome DNA Model
comes into play. The pre-assembled DNA model is built to a scale of 10 cm to 1 nano meter and
accurately depicts a 16 base pair section of DNA.  

Contact JLab Export for your Educational School Science Lab Equipments. We are best scientific
laboratory equipments manufacturer, scientific laboratory equipments supplier, technical educational
equipment exporter, technical educational equipment manufacturer, technical educational equipment
supplier, technical educational equipments exporter.  
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Model Manufacturer. It defines our features, our habits, our traits, the quirks of our personality.
Unfortunately for anyone with a curiosity for DNA, there is no feasible method for studying it hands-on
without high-priced lab equipment. That's where this handsome DNA Model comes into play. The pre-
assembled DNA model is built to a scale of 10 cm to 1 nano meter and accurately depicts a 16 base
pair section of DNA.", "brand": "Jlab Export", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn":
"5", "aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5",
"worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "5" } } 
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